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Abstract
Semantic web has become as a new version of machine-understandable web including with intelligent search results in order to
improve search along with data usage on the global scale. Semantic web vision is to allow intelligent description and interchange
of integrated data from various distributed and heterogeneous web resources. A structure for this data on web is known as
Resource Description Framework (RDF) where data is stored in the form of XML (Extended Markup Language). For effective
and efficient Retrieval of the data from such large RDF, a query language SPARQL (Standard Protocol and RDF Query
Language) is used.
In this paper, the usages and roles of RDF, SPARQL and Web ontology is shown with illustrations of SPARQL queries along with
some optimization heuristics.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------***------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Semantic Web
The semantic web is a potential web which provides a
common framework to allow data to be shared and utilized
across different web applications, enterprises and
communities across world [1]. Semantic web is a broad area
which consists of several components or technologies like
URI, XML, RDF, RDF Schema, OWL, Unifying Logic,
Proof, Trust, User interface and applications and various
tools to support them. It is based on the interlinked ontology
through which machine can understand the data and also it
can be annotated semantically [2]. Therefore, information on
web should be expressed in a meaningful way accessible to
machines which may be achieved by Resource Description
Framework (RDF) as a basic data format which represents
resources information on the web. [3]

relationships among resources such as inheritance of classes
and properties [5].
RDF Tools- It Stores and manages any kind of RDF data.
Some of the tools are listed below with the purpose and
features.
Table 1- RDF Tools
Purpose
Features

Name of
tool

Versio
n

ARC

2

Bigdata

0.81b

RDF Store
& semantic
web
developmen
t
RDF store

Sesame

3.0alpha1

RDF store,
Querying

4 store

0.9.2

RDF store
&query

1.2 RDF
RDF is a basic format of representing data for Semantic
Web. RDF is a framework which uses metadata and URIs to
identify web resources and a graph model that describes
relationship among resources. RDF describes web resources
in terms of (S-P-O) subject-predicate-object triples where
the subject indicates the resource, and the predicate indicates
different aspects of resource and show a relationship
between subject and object.[4,5] RDF graphs are also
represented using these RDF triples with S-P-O. [11]
The RDF specification has its own semantics and keywords
known as RDFS (Resource Description Framework
Semantics), which is used to represent some special

Flexible
storage,
query

RDF
SPARQL

It supports RDF
Schema and OWL
Lite reasoning along
with support to high
level query
It is an Open source
RDF framework that
support
RDFS
inferencing
and
query
Efficient, scalable &
stable RDF database

1.3 SPARQL
SPARQL stands for “Simple protocol and RDF query
Language”, which is a protocol and standard used to access
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data from RDF, RDFS and OWL.[8] W3C SPARQL
working group has defined a new version of SPARQL
known as SPARQL 1.1 which supports additional features
of SPARQL which was not supported earlier.[12] SPARQL
query language constructs is much similar to SQL constructs
and there are some tools available as open source like
TWINKLE 2.0, Jena Framework with ARQ [6,7] processor
on which SPARQL can be executed and tested.
For the assistance and execution of SPARQL various tools
are available like Twinkle, Jena with ARQ Processor even
SPARQL can also be executed using Java Program.
SPARQL can also be executed online using dbpedia.
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Name
of Tool

Table 2- Web Ontology Tools
Versio Purpose
Features
n

Protégé

3.4.3

Ontology
editor

Semanti
c Works
2010

v2010r
2

NeON
toolkit
SWeDE

v2.3

Used
as
RDF Editor
along with
the utility
that
supports
Ontology
creation
along with
Semantic
Markup
Ontology
editor
OWL editor

SWOOP

2.3
Beta 4

OWL editor

Top
Braid
compos
er
ROO

2.6.2

Ontology
editor

1.0.1

Visual RDF
&
OWL
editor
Ontology
Engineerin
g Tool

Snapshot of SPARQL query using DBpedia Tool-

2.0.2

Ontostu
dio

1.4 Web Ontology
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a standard which is
used for exchanging and encoding Ontology. Web Ontology
provides the basic building blocks for expressing semantics
in a well defined manner in semantic web. The Semantic
Web gives the explicit meaning to the information so that
machines can process it in intelligent manner. It will help
machines to take their decisions by their own. Semantic
Web also allows to give formal definitions for the standard
terms created by the users.[9,10]
The Semantic Web infrastructure depends on specifications
which express ontology in web compatible format. Web
Ontology can also be manipulated to support Semantic web,
using tool like Protégé 4.0.
There are ontology editing and development tools through
which we can create, edit and manipulate the OWL, through
OWL documentation along with export and import features.
Some tools are shown with features and purpose.

HOZO

Ver.
5.2.14

Ontology
editor

COE

V5.0.3

Ontology
editor

It is a Free Open
Source editor and a
knowledge
base
framework.
Graphical
RDF,RDFS,OWL
editor

Performs
ontology
engineering activities
Ontology editor with
additional features like
auto
completion,
syntax
highlighting
and error detection.
Tool for creating,
editing, and debugging
OWL ontologies.
Powerful
graphical
development
environment
for
modeling data
OWL
ontology
construction tool
An
ontology
engineering tool for the
development
of
semantic applications,
with emphasis on rulebased modeling
It is an Ontology
development GUI tool
that support ontology
development
It is an integrated
software tool that
construct, share and
view web ontology

1.5 Other Semantic Web Tools
There are various others tools also which helps in
developing web applications, framework, micro-blogging,
Machine learning in OWL. Some are listed below with the
purpose and features.
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Name
tool

Table 3- Other Tools Semantic Web
of Version Purpose
Features

CubicWeb

3.6.11

Semantic
Web
developmen
t

Jena

Apache
Jena
2.12.0

Semantic
Web
developmen
t, RDF store

DL-Learner

Build
200905-06

Semantic
Web tool,
Machine
Learning
tool

HyperTwitt
er

2.

0.9

SPARQL

Semantic
MicroBlogg
ing

QUERY

Build
web
applications by
reusing
components
called cubes
Framework
for
building Semantic
Web applications

It
Supports
Supervised
Machine
Learning
in
Ontology
Web
Languages
and
also
provides
description
logics.
Embedding triplelike
statements
into
Twitter
microblogging
messages

EXECUTION

USING

TWINKLE AND JENA ARQ TOOL
TWINKLE and Jena ARQ are the most popular tools to
execute SPARQL Query. To use both the tools it requires
jdk1.5 or higher to be installed.
Twinkle Tool Twinkle2.0 can be downloaded and installed.
It has a jar file in bin folder through which we can open
twinkle editor to execute the SPARQL Query.
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PREFIX
foaf:<http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
Select
?facultname ?course ?subject ?result where { ?X rdf:type
foaf:Person . ?x foaf:facultyname ?facultyname . ?x
foaf:course ?course . ?x foaf:subject ?subject . ?x foaf:result
?result .} order by ?facultyname

Output:-(On Twinkle Tool)

Applying Selection with more Condition in Filter
Clause
Query 2: The below query will find the detail of faculty
with result greater than equal to 90 in “MCA” course.
Syntax:PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxns#>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
Select ?facultyname ?course ?subject ?result
Where { ?x rdf:type foaf:Person . ?x foaf:facultyname
?facultyname . ?x foaf:course ?course . ?x foaf:subject
?subject . ?x foaf:result ?result . filter(?result >-“90” &&
?course=”MCA”)} order by ?facultyname

Output
Snapshot of query using Jena ARQ Tool

JENA with ARQ
SPARQL can be executed using sparql.bat file with the path
of Query and RDF file by installing Jena framework and
setting the environment variable with JENA ROOT. [13]

3. ILLUSTRATIONS OF SPARQL
In this section we represents the SPARQL queries execution
in which Projection, Selection, and then one example of
rewriting rule (rewrite Filter variable) is demonstrated.

Applying Projection
Query 1: The below query will find the name, course,
subject and result of the faculties.
Syntax:PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntaxns#>

Comparison of SPARQL Execution Tools:Table 4- Comparison of SPARQL execution tools
Property/Feature
Twinkle
Jena
Java
ARQ
Program
GUI
Yes
No
Java
editors are
available.
Storage of SPARQL Yes
No
Query
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query through Editor

File
format
to
execute the query

jar file
(twinkle.jar)

Output
storage
through editor

Yes

batch file
(sparql.bat
)
No

Code and
Java
Program
is Written
combined.
Java file
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according to their applications or requirements. This paper
gives the knowledge of SPARQL query execution using
Twinkle and Jena ARQ using some illustration. We can
study and implement various optimization techniques/
rewriting rules for SPARQL in Heterogeneous data with the
consideration of distributive nature of data.
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